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Wikimedia NOTE: This page uses the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). For information about this notation, please visit my page of International Phonetic Alphabet Resources. It is hard to divide Irish accents into categories. Even as Irish Gaelic has ceased to be spoken in the vast majority of the island, Irish people often consider English as,
spiritually speaking, a second language. Below is a list of the broadest categories of speech in Ireland. Please note: I am openly relying on the classification system created by linguist Raymond Hickey (whose invaluable Irish English resource can be found here), since I find his dialect groupings to be the most accurate. East Coast Irish English
(Dublin) This category comprises the mostly urban accents spoken from Drogheda in the North to Waterford in the south. Perhaps the most famous of these dialects is working-class Dublin. Features: Unlike most Irish accents, non-rhoticity can occur in some very working class variants (i.e. the “r” at the end of “water isn’t pronounced). The vowels in
goat and face are pronounced as diphthongs similar to most American and British accents (this contrasts with the rest of Ireland, where these phonemes are monophthongs). The dipthong in kite often starts from a centralized place: IPA kəit. To American and British ears, kite can sound a bit like “koyt.” The diphthong in mouth is often fronted to
something like IPA ɛu or æu or ɜu, among other variants. Hence mouth can sound like “meh-ooth.” Th becomes IPA t and d in words like thing and this (i.e. “tin” and “dis”). There is a tremoundous amout of variation, ranging from some suburban Dublin dialects which sound faintly American, to working-class dialect which are nearly-incomprehensible
to outsiders. Famous Speakers: Gabriel Byrne, Colin Farrell, Brendan Gleason, Damien Dempsey, the members of U2. South-Western Irish Accents This is the group of Irish accents spoken from County Cork on up through County Mayo of the West and Southern coasts of Ireland. These tend to show a good deal of influence from Irish Gaelic, even if
the speakers have no knowledge of that language. Features: The diphthong in mouth is often heavily backed and rounded, pronounced IPA ʌʊ or ɔʊ. Hence “about” can sound a bit like “a boat” to American ears. The diphthongs in “goat” and “face” tend to be monophthongs (i.e. IPA go:t and fe:s). The accent tends to have a very “musical” intonation.
Famous Speakers: Cillian Murphy is the only really famous person I can think of (he’s from Cork), there are a number of other celebrities from this region, but they have almost all softened the features of this dialect. Northern Irish Accents This is the group of Irish accents spoken in the province of Ulster (and a few “border” areas). Although most of
these accents are to be found within the boundaries of Northern Ireland, this also includes English as it is spoken in County Donegal (in the Republic). Due to the history of Scottish plantation in this region, many of these accents share features with Scottish English. Features: Centralized proununciation of the diphthong in words like mouth or mound:
this can be IPA məʉnd, mɑʉnd, or a number of other variants. Hence mouth can sound a bit like “maith” or “moyth” to a British or American listener. As in other Irish accents the dipthongs in face and goat tend to be monophthongized (see above). The “oo” in “goose” is pronounced very far in the front of the mouth (as in Scottish and London English).
This can be IPA ʉ, ʏ, or a number of other variants. Famous Speakers: Liam Neeson, Stephen Rea, Van Morrison Conclusion But wait? Isn’t Ireland the land of a million accents? Why are there only three categories here? The problem is, Ireland in some ways has too many varieties of English to easily classify into smaller sub-areas. Take Dublin, for
example. It seems there are as many accents in that city as there are people, and many of these accents are wildly different from each other. These differences are found in many parts of Ireland, where it often seems that every village has a totally different way of speaking from the one next door. As with most of these dialect overviews, this is a very
incomplete guide to a large region. In the future, this page will be updated information on various outside sources that will give you a more complete overview of Irish accents and dialects. Copright (c) 2011 by Ben Trawick-Smith. All rights reserved Hello, I've been trying to imitate a Southern Irish accent (mainly a Dublin one) from movies/ TV shows
(only those starring Irish actress Elaine Cassidy) for the past few weeks because sadly, I haven't been afforded the luxury of meeting an actual Irish person and because I've got a bit of a crush on most things Irish at the moment. While some of my friends tell me that my speaking is quite okay, I feel that I'm actually doing the Irish accent an injustice
because Australians have this thing where their statements sort of end up sounding like questions, and so, when I do try to say something with an Irish accent, whatever said is "upped". So in short, do the Irish (very broadly, just any dialect) do that too? I kind of know some of the basic characteristics of the accent, including some from here ( but
would anyone else be able to provide any other significant particulars as to how a Dubliner would pronounce certain things? Such as...well I'm not sure, anything will do. Please and thank you. There are the d4 types roysh who would do that loyk but for the most part roysh we don't loyk have that raised intonation loyk. The main thing you have to look
out for in an irish accent is the post-vocalis r, the hw sound in words like whale etc, and the absence of the t sound in words like water, being replaced by a slender s sound. Some features: - The "Th" is pronounced like "T" i.e: "Thirsty" sounds like "Tirsty" - "Five" is said like "Foyv" - Instead of having a raised intonation, some words are pronounced
with a falling intonation. I'm not a linguist nor an Irish, so the above might not be correct. Ohh, Elaine Cassidy is a great actress btw! Her work is an almost perfect resource to learn from imho. How would one pronounce words like "then" "they" "they're"? Like "ten" "tey" and "tear"? How is "whale" pronounced? Hw sound? I say "whale" like "wail"
which is not like how the Irish say it yeah? Riadach, you said something about "the absence of the t sound", what do you mean by "a slender s sound"? Is it like the Cockney "Wa'er"? Sorry for stealing your limelight Lynda in Aust. No - in an Irish dialect that lacked interdental consonants, I think those would be pronounced "den, day, dare" ["dEn "de:
"dE@`]. I'm pretty sure that no dialect pronounces historical [D] (the voiced "th" sound of "then") as [t] - it becomes either [d] or [v]. Ah - thanks for your kind assistance Lazar :) >> No - in an Irish dialect that lacked interdental consonants, I think those would be pronounced "den, day, dare" ["dEn "de: "dE@`]. I'm pretty sure that no dialect
pronounces historical [D] (the voiced "th" sound of "then") as [t] - it becomes either [d] or [v].
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